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Slots meaning in tamil

He defines the phrase he grooves a cassette into where the tape machine (something) enters a long, narrow aperture. the nod word was placed during World War II by U.S. forces to New Georgia Sound, in the center of the Solomon Islands. Japanese forces attempting to defend Guadalcanal were considered to have made continuous passage down this passage from the
northwest. translation of 'slot' (a®à ¡à®šà®šà μà®μà®'à® a®•à®¿à®²à) à®'à® à®™à®®±®±? Well® ah®±à® ah®¿®®® μà®3/4à®°à®®à, Well®®3/4à®'à®à®à®3/4à®à for example Beck looks like Clark reaches into his pocket and pulls out a small, Thin plastic card, which he inserted into a 'slot' underneath the key. Once you park, get to the machine closest to your car, insert a
five rupee coin at the 'slot' supply and type your vehicle registration number. Quickly, she sealed it and didn't need to look to drop it into the 'slot' mark â€¦ out of town mail.â€™ On this you can 'slot' 35 mm slides and negatives (two at a time) to switch to your computer for post-generation, or print it out for all to enjoy. South Lakeland residents are being urged to 'slot' their coins in
boxes collected by the Royal British Legion to invest in a poppy to wear with pride. A screwdriver is equipped into the 'slot' A 'slot' has been marked out and cut out on the side of the case for the I/O motherboard plate to fit. It's easy to find a bit of a proper screw 'slot' fit. Employer looking for someone who will 'slot' into office culture He took two coins with a half smile and inserted
them into the 'slot'. The show was his first bite at a regular broadcast 'slot', although his functionality was limited to introducing panellists and asking questions. They even used the correct PCI 'slots' including screws in, so you don't bleed to death from trying to poke out the annoying press covers that most cases have. You will have to open the computer and find a 'slot' to insert
the card. He slipped a coin into the 'slot' of jukebox This user-friendly machine has a small 'slot' to insert bank notes and the service offered is free. The five shortlisted stories will be aired in a late-night 'slot' when readers are judged to be more broad-minded in the afternoon. A late-night TV 'slot' Woman is trying to slide quarter into the 'slot machine' with one hand while struggling
to keep the feisty girl with her other hand. Placing the unit in the 'slot', Nathan replaced the panel and screwed it in just as Sean stepped in. An accessory pack full of common tools including various screws, stands, 'slots' covers, etc. has been included. The desktop software management scanner is clunky, and feeding a strip of film requires you to insert it into a 'slot' just right. He
banged his head on a coin 'slot', tore a hole in it the size of a quarter, began to bleed badly and could not find anything to plug holes with but laundry detergent. He found a quarter with his index finger pick it up and push it into the coin 'slit' on the face Machine. She digs around in her purse and inserts a one-pound coin into the 'slot', waiting impatiently for the machine to process
the menu. It is heard by more than 15,000 people every week and the Somali 'slot' will be broadcast from 7:40 to 7:55 p.m. They noticed the cashpoint 'slot' was narrow, and when the card was retained, they stayed on the machine for further instructions - but nothing happened. An undercutter cuts a 'horizontal slot', or kerf, along the floor of the advancing room to provide a relief
for blasting. It must be inserted into a 'slot' inside your computer to work. Of course, 'slot' screws are pretty good, so without a properly fit screwdriver, there is a real risk of marring things. People who drink coffee in luxury cafes can throw a disrespectful or pathetic look at me, someone who puts coins into the 'slot' of the coffee machine. Credit: Google Translate Slot:
ெபா
ட A wide, flat, wooden bar; a bar or sloat. A bolt or bar to tie a door. Depression, perforation or aperture; Especially., one for the reception of a suitable piece or slide in it. Tracking of a deer; therefore, a track of any kind. Transitive admed. To close with violence; to slam; like, to slot a door. English to Tamil :D etails: தா
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Pronunciation ஒ
க ற: Add to Favorite: Slot - லா Slots :: இட க Other Refferences : Noun (1) a place in a linguistic structure, in which a variety of interchangeable replacement units (2) a small slot (such as to insert a coin or send a letter (3) a specified time on a schedule or agenda (4) a position in a system hierarchy or organization (5) traces of an animal (especially a
deer (6) (computer (7) a slot machine used for gamblingVerb(1) specify a time slot (1) She inserts a piece of metal into the card slot of the ATM, then when the card is stuck , she advises users to re-enter their pin number while self-note. (2) Once you park, get to the machine closest to your car, insert a five rupee coin at the slot provided and type your vehicle registration number.
(3) He slipped a coin into the slot of the jukebox(4) Beck watched as Clark reached into his pocket and pulled out a small, thin plastic card, which he inserted into a slot underneath the key. (5) It's easy to find a bit of a proper screw slot fit. (6) It is heard by more than 15,000 people per week and the Somali slot will be broadcast from 7.40 to 7.55 pm.(7) It must be inserted into a slot
inside your PC to operate. (8) But it's just a format, how a magazine or a TV time slot is a format. (9) They noticed the cashpoint slot was narrow, and when the card was retained, they stayed on the machine for further instructions – but nothing happened. (10) It usually requires slotting the card into the AGP port and protecting it into the slot through a screw. (11) Special edition
program will be broadcast regularly on BBC ONE in the summer of 2005. (12) The woman is trying to slide quarter into the slot machine with one hand while struggling to keep the feisty girl with her other hand. (13) The new series will be filmed in London and is expected to be out at lunchtime on BBC ONE. (14) I looked closer, and realized that the deep circular groove in the
metal plate surrounds the slot more than decorative engraving. (15) Quickly, she seals it and doesn't need to look to put it in the slot marked as a town letter.✰ö-ç-ç✰û.ç✰ç✰û.ç ç✰û.ç✰ç✰û.ç ைள இய ர ஒ
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ய லா from TV ShowsThe best way to learn proper English is to
read news reports, and watch news on TV. Watching TV shows is a great way to learn ordinary English, slang words, understand reference culture and humor. If you've seen these programs, you can recall the words used in the following dialog boxes. And I know you've got because I saw you through the mail slot. The Big Bang Theory Season 6, Episode 9 ... and he put his name
down on each SLOT for the next six months. The Big Bang Theory Season 2, Episode 3 for Slot Friend Number Eight. The Big Bang Theory Season 5, Episode 15 You know I only have one SLOT available The Big Bang Theory Season 7, Episode 19 English to Tamil Dictionary: slot Meaning and definitions of slot, translation in Tamil language for slot with similar and opposite
words. Also seek the spoken pronunciation of slots in Tamil and English. Tags for slot entries What slots mean in Tamil, slots mean in Tamil, slot definitions, examples and pronunciation of slots in the Tamil language. Android iPhone App All Indian Newspapers Your Favorite Words Your Search History Nouna position in a grammatical linguistic construction in which a variety of
alternative units are interchangeableExamplehe developed a version of slot grammara small slit (as for Inserting a coin or depositing mail)Examplehe put a quarter in the slota time assigned on a schedule or agendaExamplethe TV program has a new time slot an aircraft landing slota position in ay or organizationExampleBob slot in several Weeks, she beat some tough competitors
for the number one slotthe trace of an animal (especially a deer)Examplehe followed the slit of the deer on the soft turf to the edge of the tree (computer) a socket in a computer that would accept a plug-in boardThe computer has three slots for gambling additional memorya slots used for gamblingThe wallet for example they spend hours and hours playing only slotsVerbassign a
time slotThe example of a TV showAbhimanyu addicted to slot machines.அ ம
லா இய ர க
அ ைமயானவ . Minnesota outspoken Republican and Tea Party favorite has been tapped by House Speaker John Boehner a coveted position on the House Intelligence Committee, giving her a new role as CIA, National Security Agency and the rest of the U.S.
intelligence community.The Minnesota Republican and Tea Party, House Speaker John Boehner, had a favorite position on the House Intelligence Committee. , which gave the CIA, National Security Agency and U.S. Intelligence Community a new role. As if the defense wasn't in enough trouble, the left guard peeled off the double and put in another linebacker, Terrance Copper
intercepting a safety in the lower field, giving Charles plenty of open field to run through. As if the defense wasn't troubled enough, the left guard peeled off the double and got another linebacker, while slot recipient Terrance Copper blocked a defensive downside He gave Charles plenty of open space. The Bolts forged a 1-1 tie less than 2 minutes into the final frame when Dominic
Moore stole the puck in the slot and launched a shot that Brian Elliott stopped Ped only to have Hall pounce on the rebound and put a wrist shot past him. Dominic Moore stole the buck in the slot and started a shot in the final frame and bolted to make it 1-1 in the final frame. Brian Elliot bounces back and just stops a wrist shot past him. While top pick Marques Colston vowed to
play through a knee injury, Brees is more likely to be a replacement in the vertical threats Robert Meachem and Deveny Henderson, Lance Moore, and 17-star adrian arrington.Best recipient Marks Colston vowed to play with a knee injury Brees had effective alternatives to vertical threats, Robert Meachem and deverehenderson, slot forward Lance Defender John Terry then
appeared in a rare goal with a minute to go in regulation time after Villa's other outstanding goalkeeper Brad Friedel could only parry Drogba's head into the path of former England captain.Villa's best goalkeeper , only after the Rockba title was combined in the track of the former England captain, defender John Terry came up with a rare goal in a minute's control. TV manufacturer
Vizio said its service, VIA Tablet, will have an 8-inch diagonal screen and can play high-definition video, HDMI ports, MicroSD card slots to add more memory and cameras. VIJio, the via tablet manufacturer offers, has an 8-inch measuring screen and can run high-definition video, HDMI ports, microSD card slots and front-facing cameras. Samsung, the first major global technology
company to flag preliminary results for the December quarter, held the No. in TVS against Sony and Panasonic and are operating more aggressively than U.S. chip rival Micron Technology.Early quarter results the first major global technology company to take its No. 1 position in TVS against Samsung, Sony and Panasonic and the United States. Chip rival Micron is working
strongly on technology. Bin Hammam told Sky News in an interview that he was not impressed by suggestions from FIFA President Sepp Blatter that the tournament could be moved to winter In an interview, Bin Hammam said the time to avoid the sweltering summer temperatures in Qatar was not impressed by FIFA president Sepp Blatter's recommendation that the tournament
could be moved to a winter time to avoid rising summer temperatures. Together, the new features give Mercury's LDS6521 a 4X improvement in peak floating point calculations per slot compared to the previous modular design while setting up an appropriate SWaP optimized power configuration, Mercury said. Together, the new feature offers 4 X progression in peak floating point
calculation per slot than the previous Mercury LDS 6521 block design, while maintaining the appropriate SWaP optimal power configuration, Mercury said. Says.
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